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Abstract. In this paper, a higher modulation format with a hetero-
geneous mobile network (small cells, Macrocells) is proposed, explored
and evaluated at a wireless transmission system. As such, study the ef-
fect of utilising developed schemes of modulation like the 256 Quadra-
ture Amplitude Modulation (QAM) on the modulation/de-modulation
level of the currently applied Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM). Since the higher bit-rate of transmission is one of the im-
portant topics for the forthcoming generation of mobile, the introduced
system aims to regulate the trade-off relationship between the maximum
achieved bit-rate and the minimum required level of the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR). Hence, involve the small cell technology as a supportive tool
for the higher schemes of modulation to increase the capacity of the chan-
nel at the accepted limit of error. Consequently, the presented system
that combines both the higher modulation formats and the small cells
can expand the transmission coverage with a higher bit-rate yet keeping
a similar level of the received power. Moreover, the system performance
in terms of the maximum bit-rate and the Bit Error Rate (BER) is inves-
tigated in the presence of the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channel model. Also, the OFDM waveform is considered herein as an
accommodating environment to examine the activity of the intended
modulation techniques due to its’ efficiency in using the available Band-
width (BW). Furthermore, a MATLAB simulation is used to implement
the promoted system and clarify the advantages and disadvantages of it
in comparison with the currently applied 64 QAM.
Keywords: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM); higher
modulation format; Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR); Bit Error Rate (BER);
Bandwidth (BW); small cells; macrocells; Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN); bit-rate; heterogonous mobile networks.
1 Introduction
The increased growth of transmission data over mobile networks considers as an
essential driving force for proposing higher modulation formats [1]. Hence, the
growing demand for higher bit-rate is requesting a well exploiting for modulation
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formats in the utilised waveform. As such, fostering the required channel capac-
ity of the data-hungry applications can be achieved by developing the applied
transmission methods.
Consequently, many research studies have been induced to support a higher
channel capacity of future market demand [2]. As such, achieve developed rates
of channel capacity at accepted limits of errors get overwhelming interest in
terms of R&D. Thus, recently, great efforts have been made to promote both
bit-rate and Bandwidth (BW) efficiency of a transmitted signal by extensively
employing higher modulation formats [3].
The diversity of the transmitted signals among users leads to expand the
usage of the applied broadband where the mechanism of data transmission is
developed from only working with emails to multimedia signals. Hence, nowa-
days, using smart phones, users are looking for downloading and uploading huge
amounts of data rather than the conventional operations [4].
It’s worth noting that, picking a suitable modulation format for future wire-
less networks of mobile depends on the intended performance in terms of the
bit-rate, Bit Error Rate (BER) and the coverage of the transmission system.
As such, compared to the lower schemes of modulation, the higher modulation
formats significantly improve the BW efficiency and maximum bit-rate, whereas,
the quality of the transmission service is typically measured by both the BER
and the maximum gained rate of bits [5].
In addition, factors like the received power and probability of constellation
table noise are major limitations for developers in the modulation format field of
wireless communication [6]. Hence, such restrictions can affect the efficiency of
spectrum and slow down the speed of transmitting information in an obtainable
BW [7].
The main challenge of the future mobile networks is achieving a higher trans-
mission rate for the mobile signals with lower levels of the BER. Hence, the
possibility to employ the modulation process to promote the maximum rates of
transmission yet keeping the minimum level of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
at the accepted BER limit [8].
Very recently, the digital modulation is considered as one of the most signifi-
cant issues in the wireless communications world. Hence, utilising an appropriate
type of a modulation format for an advanced wireless transmission is a critical
due to key limitations of the available transceiver power. As such, the perfor-
mance in terms of maximum bit-rate and minimum BER of a modulation scheme
depends on the efficiency of the BW and power usage [9].
Moreover, the predictably increased data rates for future mobile applications
make the currently utilised large macrocells (base station towers) unable to pro-
vide efficiently higher bit-rate for the modern telecommunications [10]. Hence,
the need for seeking a new approach is quite necessary.
As a result, the potentiality of deploying the small cells technology in the
future wireless communication of mobile is highly encouraged [11]. Hence, intro-
ducing the small cells as an alternative or supportive technique to the current
networks (macrocells) can play a more important role in the modern mobile net-
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works. Thus, the expected topologies of the future networks can be at most as a
heterogeneous network, where a mix of large and small cells are employed with
variant sizes and power levels [12].
This scalable solution, however, comes up with increasing the computational
complexity due to expanding the required number of utilised cells.
The key question of this paper is, can the higher modulation formats in
cooperative with the heterogeneous networks be a good solution for a developed
performance of future wireless mobile technology?
In this paper, the performance (bit-rate, BER) for the advanced digital mod-
ulation schemes, particularly, 128 and 256 QAM is investigated for the first time
in diverse scales of wireless mobile networks. Hence, explore how the developed
modulation formats can affect the performance of transmission in terms of chan-
nel capacity and the BER for the heterogeneous networks that combine both the
macrocells and microcells.
Furthermore, the newly introduced modulation formats are examined utilis-
ing the most popular transmission air interface, Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM). Due to the orthogonality, the current waveform of wire-
less technology can deliver a better level of transmission service comparing with
the old fashion Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) [13].
In addition, the channel model, Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), is
basically considered herein to explain how this uniform noise can degrade the
performance of the transmission system [14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses theoretically
the main concepts of the presented system, highlights the fundamentals beyond it
physically and mathematically. Section 3 numerically simulates the performance
of the system in terms of the channel capacity and BER. Section 4 summarises
the outlines of the paper.
2 System Model
In this part, developed formats of modulation/de-modulation process are intro-
duced. The proposed scheme can improve the capacity of the upcoming wireless
channel in comparison with the conventional modulation formats. Thus, the ad-
vanced kinds of modulation which are higher than the existing 64 QAM are
employed to promote the throughput of the transmission for the future mobile
communication system (5G). As such, utilising higher modulation schemes like
the 256 QAM, each sub-carrier in the forthcoming networks is eligible to carry
8 bits instead of 6 bits.
In addition, the introduced design is studied in terms of the maximum bit-
rate and required SNR to explore how the newly proposed modulation formats
can impact the performance of transmission in relative to the current wireless
system.
As is shown in Fig. 1, the main environment of the transceiver at the physical
layer is described. Thus, clarifying the relationship between the developed mod-
ulation formats and the other employed parts in the electrical back-to-back wire-
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less transmission system. Hence, the basic phases involving the modulation/de-
modulation operations of the current wireless mobile waveform (OFDM) are
demonstrated herein.
Fig. 1. Proposed design for a future wireless transmission system with higher modu-
lation schemes (128 QAM & 256 QAM.
Regarding the first level of transmission part (modulation stage), the new
design utilises a higher modulation format (128 QAM & 256 QAM) to convert
each token of binary digits (0,1) to its’ frequency domain shape.
Since the higher schemes of modulation are used, the supposed size for every
token is larger than the currently available length (6 bits). As such, for a stream
of binary data, it’s much better, in terms of BW efficacy to carry 7 or 8 bits
instead of 6 bits as a maximum.
Based on the input stream of digits, the modulation procedure fundamentally
comes up with introducing an equivalent set of complex numbers. The new shape
of data can work in the frequency domain, hence, specify each complex number
to one of the available sub-carriers.
After that, employing the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), the com-
plex number is converted to a new shape in the time domain which is formally
called a sample. It’s worth noting that, each a fixed group of samples (depending
on the number of really offered sub-carriers) termed as a symbol.
In the time domain, where the symbol is prepared for transmission, an im-
portant part is attached to the original symbol (CP) providing an extra time
protection. Thus, employing an optimal CP, the effect of probably occurred in-
terference among symbols (ISI) is avoided.
Utilising an appropriate FDAC , with a recommended high sampling fre-
quency, the digital symbol is transferred to the analog domain. As such, the
analog signal is ready now for transmitting by an antenna.
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During the transmission, the broadcasted signal may suffer from variant types
of attenuation, which, as a result, can influence the performance of transmission
in terms of the BER and maximum gained bit-rate. Herein, the impact of the
AWGN channel is considered for exploring the transmitted signal under un-
wanted conditions.
On the other hand, at the receiver part, an opposite treatment is performed
to retrieve the original signal. Thus, the received signal is converted back to
digital domain using a similar sampler FADC .
Then after, the supplementary CP is removed from each symbol, producing
the abstract symbol at the time domain. The processed symbol is then changed
to the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
The complex numbers, at this domain, are checked to ensure whether their
phases and magnitudes were impacted by the channel response or not. The
affected complex numbers are addressed utilising the Equalization process which
is essentially applied to correct any probable change in both the phase and
amplitude.
After the correction operation is completed, a developed de-modulation pro-
cess is ultimately performed employing higher modulation formats (128 QAM &
256 QAM), to recover the original stream of binary digits.
As the modulation/de-modulation process represents a key stage of the pro-
posed system, it is quite important to discuss, from a mathematical perspective,
some related concepts that can affect directly the transmission operation.
In the transmitter side, particularly, in the modulation process, each token
of the binary digits is converted to a complex number which is expressed in
Cartesian forms as follow [15]:
Ck = Ik + jQk (1)
where j =
√
−1 , and I, Q represents the real and imaginary parts for kth
complex number respectively.
In this context, the mathematical relationship between the amplitude (A)






Regarding the probable shapes number of complex numbers on the constel-
lation map, the following equation achieves this purpose [17]:
Y = 2X (3)
where Y represents the total number of probabilities which might be assigned
for each sample employing X of input bits.
Despite each spectrum of sub-carrier can coincide with the others, the abil-
ity to extract each sub-carrier is achieved over the digital signal processing.
Hence, this overlapped property of sub-carriers increases the spectrum efficiency
of the current OFDM in comparative with the previous multi-carrier design of
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waveform. Thus, the OFDM technique splits a wireless channel into smaller sub-
carriers each one is modulated with an amount of data according to the applied
modulation format [18].
The improved efficiency of the OFDM spectrum is gained due to applying
the orthogonality between adjacent sub-carriers. Consequently, obtain a larger
benefit for the same offered BW.
According to Shannon’s theorem, the channel capacity represents the maxi-
mum achieved bit-rate with a vanished amount of errors as follow [19]:
Capacity = BW. log(1 + SNR) (4)
In addition, the required SNR to receive the signal is calculated as follow
[19]:
SNR = PReceivedSignal/PNoise (5)
In this study, to improve the obtained channel capacity, an extra investigation
is performed in the field of BW efficiency than going with expanding the offered
BW itself since such expanded for resources requires a highly increased cost.
Besides, the modulation operation is explored in the presence of the AWGN
channel. Hence, the received signal R that is composed of the transmitted signal
T multiplied by the response of the channel E, where E = 1, is combined with
the AWGN which is represented here as N , as follows [19]:
R = ET + N (6)
3 Results and Discussion
In this part, the promoted wireless transmission system is numerically simulated
to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of proposing higher modula-
tion formats for the future mobile networks. Hence, the performance in terms of
maximum bit-rate and the BER for the OFDM based 128 QAM and 256 QAM
is explored.
In addition, the test is set up herein for 15 frequencies of sub-carriers where
the developed modulation schemes are considered side by side with the con-
ventional modulation formats. Besides, the optimally utilised parameters of the
configured model are undertaken for a wireless electrical back-to-back system.
Moreover, to examine the behaviour of wireless channel responses over variant
modulation schemes, the MATLAB simulation is equipped.
Since the modulation system is the core of the proposed system, the num-
ber of specified bits for each applied sub-carrier is accurately fixed according to
the corresponding level of the utilised modulation format. The expanded perfor-
mance of transmission is achieved under the conditions shown in Table 1.
Regarding the relationship between gained channel capacity and the utilised
modulation techniques, as is shown in Fig. 2, the newly proposed modulation
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Table 1. SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR THE OFDM
Parameter Value
Modulation Format BPSK - 256 QAM
FFT size 40
FFT sampling frequency 20MHz
Number of sub-carriers 15
Cyclic prefix 0.25
Fig. 2. Maximum achieved bits rates of different modulation formats including the 128
and 256 QAM.
formats, 128, and 256 QAM can increase the transmission bit-rate in compared
with the currently applied 64 QAM to about 16% and 33% respectively.
Besides, in relative to the 32 QAM and 16 QAM, the higher modulation 256
QAM improves the overall channel capacity by around 60% and 100% sequen-
tially. In addition, 3 and 7 times enhancement are recorded for both QPSK and
BPSK respectively in related to the higher order modulation (256 QAM).
This, however, comes up with raising the level of errors for transmitted sam-
ples due to increased interference at the constellation map. Hence, a higher BER
is introduced for each employed sub-carrier. Thus, raising a minimum limit of
the received power at 10−3 BER.
The simulated work demonstrates, also, how the BER of the utilised sub-
carriers are varied for diverse modulation schemes under a similar level of the
SNR and over AWGN channel.
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As is seen in Fig. 3, the BERs of the applied frequencies of sub-carriers for the
currently employed modulation format (64 QAM) are calculated. The measured
BERs are achieved with a good level of the SNR which is equivalent here to
23 dB. Thus, the accepted limit of error is gained due to supplying a suitable
standard of received power for the signal modulated with 64 QAM.
Fig. 3. BER bars of utilised sub-carriers with 64 QAM and SNR=23.
This scenario, nevertheless, is not usually fit for all other modulation formats,
particularly, higher order schemes of modulation like 256 QAM.
As is clear in Fig. 4, an extra rise of the BER limit is registered with additional
expansion of the modulation format to get the 256 QAM and keep the SNR at
the 23 dB. This, essentially, due to decrease the distances between the adjacent
samples of the enlarged modulation schemes on the constellation table resulting
in un-ability in recognizing the received signal.
To mitigate this issue, the SNR is gradually raised to be more suitable for
the 256 QAM. Hence, whenever the received power of the signal is increased
the BER is decreased until achieve the accepted criteria of tested modulation
scheme.
As is shown in Fig. 5, the overall system performance in terms of the BER
and SNR for the most common modulation format with the AWGN channel is
presented. Hence, the trade-off relation between the gained BER and offered SNR
is digitally processed for variant modulation schemes (QAM and PSK). Thus,
compare the transmission performance of conventional modulation techniques
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Fig. 4. BER bars of utilised sub-carriers with 256 QAM, SNR=23 .
as the BPSK, QPSK,16 QAM, etc, with advanced configurations of modulation
(128 and 256 QAM) over the AWGN channel.
It’s worth noting that, among these 7 investigated modulation formats, the
BPSK can be applied with a lower power requirement, while the 256 QAM
requires a higher level of power due to the increment of bits number for each
transmitted sample.
As a result, with the future generation of mobile, the higher modulation
schemes are very recommended due to the increased need for a higher channel
capacity.
Practically speaking, apply higher modulation schemes for an expanded cov-
erage of the signal requires either raising the power of the receiver (higher SNR)
or increasing the number of repeater towers (power injection).
Regarding the first option, raise the required power for receiving the sig-
nal with a higher modulation scheme can come up with increasing the cost of
transmission (more expensive base stations).
As regards the second option, increase the number of repeaters is quite useful
if and only if the kind of applied repeater can be offered with better attributes
than the current big cells. Thus, the small cell with its’ valuable features like
simple installation, small size, and low cost can be the best option for this case.
Hence, in the case of the higher modulation formats, the small cells repeaters
(Femtocells, Picocells, Microcells) can be utilised with close distances to secure
a larger transmission coverage.
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Fig. 5. System performance in terms of BER and SNR for most common modulation
formats including both 128 and 256 QAM over AWGN channel.
However, this mix of large and small cells (heterogeneous network) comes up
with raising the level of complexity due to the increased number of employed
cells.
To explain more about this, it is clear from Fig. 6 that, different levels of the
SNR are required to achieve a similar coverage (D1) in a wireless transmission
system with variant shapes of modulation, where D1 represents the supposed
distance for transmitting a modulation scheme with a minimum required level
of the SNR and accepted limit of the BER (10−3).
It is noting that, the higher modulation formats suffer from a bigger amount
of power consumption due to a raised level of the constellation map noise in
comparison to the lower formats. As such, the relatively minor amounts of at-
tenuation might significantly affect the signal with higher modulation order due
to close space between samples on the table.
For instants, the minimum limit of received power for the higher order mod-
ulation (256 QAM) is larger than the lower order (BPSK) by about four times.
Thus, the transmitted signal cannot be received unless this minimum level of
power is achieved to ensure accepted limits of the BER.
As is illustrated in Fig. 7, the low modulation schemes can utilise this feature
and travel farther distance (D2) with a good BER in comparison to the high
modulation since the obtainable level of power is still supportive of for the low
modulation. Hence, D2 = D1 ∗M1, where M1 denotes enhancement times of
transmission distance due to improved level of the offered SNR with a transmis-
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Fig. 6. Different modulation formats with different SNR levels at a wireless transceiver
system.
sion system that can basically support high modulation formats. This, however,
reduces the bit rate of transmission to a minimum level to keep it constantly at
accepted limits of errors.
Fig. 7. Macrocell with similar SNR and different modulation formats involving the
proposed 128 and 256 QAM.
On the other hand, as is seen in Fig. 8, after proposing the small cells for
modern mobile networks, the range of transmission (D1) is quite expanded to
(D2) for the higher modulation scheme (256 QAM) with a lower required limit of
the SNR (29 dB). Hence, D2 = D1∗M2, where M2, denotes enhancement times
of transmission distance due to employing the small cells. Thus, by employing
both the high order modulation schemes and the small cells technology, the
transmitted signal can move to a longer distance with higher channel capacity
and acceptable limits the BER.
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Fig. 8. Utilise both small cells and higher modulation format in one transmission sys-
tem.
This is essentially occurred, since, the required levels of power are continu-
ously offered by increasing the number of the utilised cells to sustain the wireless
signal every time and everywhere depending on the small cells deployment.
4 Conclusion
In this study, the higher modulation scheme (256 QAM) with the heterogeneous
mobile network is introduced, investigated and evaluated in the PHY of an elec-
trical back-to-back wireless transceiver system. As the higher channel capacity
is one of the significant issues for the future generation of mobile, the currently
applied macrocells are no longer be accepted with the higher schemes of modu-
lation. The main reason beyond this is that the conventional network (big cell)
which tests a higher modulation shape tends to increase the channel capacity
with limited coverage of transmission due to the higher power consumption.
Hence, according to the obtained results, about 4 times higher SNR (29 dB) is
required with the 256 QAM to achieve the same short coverage of the BPSK in
the macrocell networks. To address this issue, the high order modulation based
small cells technique is proposed for the upcoming mobile technology (5G) im-
proving both the BW efficiency and transmission coverage. The findings show
that by employing the higher modulation scheme and the microcells together,
the wireless signal can travel a long distance with a higher channel capacity and
an acceptable BER limit yet keeping the same level of the SNR (29 dB). As
such, regulate the trade-off relationship between the maximum achieved bit-rate
and the minimum required level of SNR. Thus, the small cell with its’ valuable
features as simple installation, small size, and low cost can be the best option
for the modern mobile networks. Nevertheless, this mix of large and small cells
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(heterogeneous network) comes up with raising the level of the computational
complexity due to the increased number of employed cells.
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